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From the author of What Elephants Know, a 2017 ALA Notable Children's Book and winner of
the 2017 South Asia Book Award for Children's and Young Adult Literature, comes this stunning
companion novel about the complex relationship between people and nature coexisting in the
Borderlands of 1970s Nepal.Thirteen-year-old Nandu lives in the newly established Royal
Elephant Breeding Center on the edge of the jungle. Here, the King's elephants are to be raised
under the protective watch of the stable. Nandu-along with his adoptive father Subba-sahib, his
mentors, friends, and the rest of the elephant drivers-is tested by man and nature as
earthquakes, drought, wild herds, and rumors of poachers threaten the Center.When Nandu's
world is thrown into turmoil, so, too, is the world of Hira Prasad, the Center's powerful bull
elephant. An unbreakable bond of brotherhood drives Nandu and Hira Prasad together as they
struggle to maintain the delicate natural order of life in the Borderlands.Dinerstein's poetic prose
and scientific expertise come together in this breathtaking tale that transports the reader to the
center of dangerous conflicts and heartbreaking friendships.
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Daniel, “Could have positive life-changing results for young readers!. Just over two years ago I
read and reviewed What Elephants Know by Eric Dinerstein. It was a tremendously beautiful
novel. Now Dinerstein is back with a follow-up ... A Circle of Elephants.Thirteen-year-old Nandu
works for the Royal Elephant Breeding Center - a newly established program that houses and
protects the royal elephants. The center in on the edge of the jungle, which is good for the
elephants to have some native land nearby. But even with the protection of Nandu and the
others at the Royal Elephant Breeding Center, the animals and humans alike will be challenged
by nature and by men.Poachers are getting more and more bold, killing rhinos and elephants in
the area for their tusks, and even the Royal breed are potential targets for these men without
morals. Among these men is a poacher with a personal score to settle with Nandu for the trouble
he caused earlier (in the previous book).As before, Dinerstein's writing is so natural and casual
that it is easy to forget that this is a work of fiction and not an actual journal of events. We can't
help but fall in love with the elephants and wilderness that Nandu clearly cares for. And because
we're brought into the story so nicely we also feel the same fear and concern when the animals
are in danger.This book has just a bit more of a didactic feel to it, as if the goal were to make
sure we understand the real dangers for the animals, rather than telling a story and letting us
recognize those dangerous as we go. Even so, this is too beautiful a book to ignore and I would
love to make sure that every middle school student reads the adventures of Nandu - the world
couldn't help but become a better place if youngster could be brought into a world like
this.Looking for a good book? A Circle of Elephants by Eric Dinerstein continues the adventures
of Nandu and elephants in India which could have positive life-changing results on young
readers.I received a digital copy of this book from the publisher, through Netgalley, in exchange
for an honest review.”

Lenoire, “An Awesome Book!. Nandu is a thirteenth-year-old elephant drive who lives in the
Royal Elephant Breeding Center in the jungle. The King's elephants in the compound are
protected in the stable. Nandu and his friends at the center are tested when an earthquake hits
Nepal, which the locals deem to be a bad omen. Nandu and his elephant, Hira Prasad, have an
unbreakable bond but, becomes strained when a series of event upturn their lives. Will Hira
Prasad and Nandu be able to keep their bond? Is the earthquake a sign for more evil to come?
This novel was one of the best novels I have read this year (yes, the year did just start). The
author wrote the novel so beautifully, that I felt transported to Nepal being surrounded by lush
foliage and being there with Nandu. I love how the characters felt so real because they were
flawed people trying to do the best with what they have. Overall, I love this book and I can't read
more books by the author.”

The book by Eric Dinerstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 15 people have provided feedback.
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